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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Herewith I am resubmitting manuscript 1051229581562381, entitled REFLEX: a social cognitive treatment to improve insight in schizophrenia: study protocol of a multi-center RCT. I have added the requested trial registration details. The documents with regard to medical ethical approval were emailed to the editorial office.

The study was funded by a Euryi grant of the European Science Foundation (NWO044035001), which is not a commercial organisation. Thus, there is no conflict of interests to report.

Currently, there are no other manuscript based on this study protocol under submission with other journals.

The area of interest is 'Psychiatry' I tried to specify this under the heading 'manuscript details', but this did not work.

Hopefully, I have provided all requested details.

Yours Sincerly, marieke pijnenborg